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Ultrafine particles (UFP; diameter less than 100 nm) are ubiquitous in urban air, and an
acknowledged risk to human health. At the same time, little is known about the immission
situation at typical urban sites such as high-traffic roads, residential areas with a high
amount of solid fuels for home heating or commercial and industrial areas due to missing
legal requirements for measurements of UFP. Therefore, UFP were measured and
evaluated in the (sub-)urban background as well as on spots influenced by these
various anthropogenic local sources in the city of Augsburg, Germany, for the year
2017. In particular, the spatial and temporal correlations of the UFP concentrations
between the seven measurement sites, the quantification and valuation of the
contribution of local emitters with regard to their diurnal, weekly and seasonal
variations and the influence of meteorological conditions on the formation and
dispersion of UFP were investigated. Our analysis results demonstrate that urban UFP
concentrations show a pronounced temporal and spatial variability. The mean
concentration level of UFP varies between below 8,000 ultrafine particles/cm3 at the
suburban background site and above 16,700 ultrafine particles/cm3 at the measurement
station located next to a busy street canyon. At this particularly traffic-exposed
measurement station, maximum concentrations of over 50,000 ultrafine particles/cm3

were measured. The additional UFP load caused by intensive traffic volume during evening
rush hour in connection with the unfavourable exchange processes in the street canyon
can be quantified to concentrations of 14,000 ultrafine particles/cm3 on average
(compared to the immission situation of the urban background). An aggravating effect
is brought about by inversion weather conditions in connection with air-polluted easterly
winds, low wind speeds, lack of precipitation and very low mixing layer heights, such as
over Augsburg at the end of January 2017, and cause peak concentrations of UFP.
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INTRODUCTION

Ultrafine Particles (UFP) are particles with a diameter of less than
100 nm (0.1 μm). Their concentration is usually expressed in
number of particles per cm3. UFP are mainly caused by
combustion processes (e.g. soot particles) and by photochemical
formation (nucleation of gas molecules under the influence of
intense solar radiation) (Kulmala et al., 2004; Seigneur 2009).

In terms of the total number of particles present in the
environment, UFP account for the largest proportion. In an
urban background site that is typical of a larger urban area
and therefore representative of a large part of the population
(integrated contribution of all UFP sources, i.e. not one
predominant source), UFP account for around 80–90% of the
total number of particles (Kreyling et al., 2003; Tuch et al., 2003;
Chen et al., 2020). Measurements show that the proportion of
UFP in the total number of particles increases with increasing
proximity to the emission source and can reach up to 95% near
the source (Piriola et al., 2006). The total number of particles and
UFP are highly correlated (De Hartog et al., 2005; Peters et al.,
2009), so that the total number of particles is a suitable indicator
for describing UFP loads, both for sites far from the source and
for sites with typical anthropogenic emitters (vehicle traffic,
heating systems or industrial processes).

Epidemiological and toxicological studies show the harmful
effects of particles entering the body from the air (Seaton et al.,
1995). As particles in the environment are a highly complex and
dynamic mixture of different chemical substances with different
concentrations, composition, size and shape, a differentiated
health effect of the particles results - due to the different
toxicity of the components (Cohen et al., 2017). Due to the
wide size spectrum from several micrometers (PM10 or PM2.5) to
the nanometer range (UFP), the residence times of the different
particle fractions in the respiratory tract and thus the places of
action in the body are very different (Heyder, 2004). In particular,
UFP can penetrate into the periphery of the lung, overcome
cellular membranes and thus directly enter the blood, with an
associated increased risk of heart attacks and strokes (Rückerl
et al., 2011). Once in the blood, UFP can ultimately reach all body
organs including the brain (Environment Agency, 2018). Thus,
UFP are suspected of posing a greater risk to health than the
larger fractions of particulate matter (Schulz et al., 2018). Studies
also show a relationship between UFP and cardiovascular and
respiratory morbidity and mortality, as well as with the
development of local and systematic inflammatory processes
(Health Effects Institute 2013; Chen et al., 2020).

Due to these negative health effects, UFP come more and more to
the focus of public perception, increasing questions regarding
measurements, characteristics and evaluations. Against this
background, the German Ultrafine Aerosol Network (GUAN) was
launched in 2008. Through the cooperation of different research
institutes and authorities, UFP are measured routinely and quality-
assured in outdoor air at currently 17 locations in Germany (Birmili
et al., 2014; Birmili et al., 2016). Three of the locations of the GUAN
measurement network are located in Bavaria: in Augsburg, at
Hohenpeißenberg and on the Zugspitze. The UFP data
continuously collected there therefore either contain the integrated

contribution of all city sources (urban background) or represent global
background data without the influence of anthropogenic sources.

UFP parameters for other typical urban sites, such as on strongly
traffic exposed inner-city streets with “ravine-like” roadside structures,
in industrial or commercial areas, in residential areaswith an increased
proportion of solid fuel combustion for heating purposes (fireplaces)
or in areas without dominant sources are not yet available for Bavaria.
Due to these missing measurements, it is not possible to make any
statements about the UFP exposure situation to which the population
there is exposed for at least a certain period of time. This is where the
present research project started by collecting and evaluating UFP
parameters in the (sub-)urban background as well as in the catchment
areas of various anthropogenic local sources, in the city of Augsburg
over the calendar year 2017. The goals of our study are the analysis of
the spatial and temporal correlations of UFP exposure between the
seven sites as well as to other air pollutants and meteorological
parameters, the quantification and evaluation of the contribution
of locally prevailing sources and the influence of meteorological
conditions on the formation and spread of UFP.

Outside of Bavaria, such multiple-site intra-city UFP
monitoring studies were already carried out and suggest in
summary that mean UFP concentrations can range by an
order of magnitude (Kumar et al., 2014). For instance, a
marked spatial variability in the UFP concentrations at
different locations within busy areas of cities were detected in
central London, UK (Kaur et al., 2005), Cassino, Italy (Buonanno
et al., 2011), Antwerp, Belgium (Mishra et al., 2012), Brisbane,
Australia (Mejia et al., 2008) and Dresden, Germany (Birmili
et al., 2013). The large spatial variability of UFP concentrations
measured at these and other cities around the world (e.g. Kumar
et al., 2014) is the result of numerous factors all together affecting
the emission and dispersion situation of UFPs. For up to ∼35% of
the total particle number concentrations in roadside environment
the differences in the experimental setup, for example, the lower
cut-off size for the measurement, can account (Kumar et al.,
2009). Another aspect is the distance of the measurement location
away from the road (Fujitani et al., 2012). Seasonal effects (e.g.
temperature inversion) influence the spatial variations, too. Last
but not least, local factors including traffic volume, fuel type,
urban morphology, climate, dispersion circumstances, and
uncertainty in the measurements due to manual and
mechanical errors complete the list of the numerous factors
affecting the observed variability (Kumar et al., 2014). This
wide range of influencing factors underlines the need for city-
specific studies since the results from measurement campaigns in
other (distant) cities couldn’t be transferred. Therefore, we
collected and analysed UFP parameters in the (sub-)urban
background as well as in the catchment areas of various
anthropogenic local sources for the first time in a Bavarian
city with indicative measurements over the calendar year 2017.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
Located at the confluence of the Alpine rivers Lech and Wertach,
Augsburg is currently the third largest city in Bavaria, Germany
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and the capital of the Swabian government district. With a total
area of 147 km2, the largest extent is 23 km in north-south
direction. The approximately 300,000 inhabitants (as of 31-12-
2019) of the city of Augsburg occupy about a quarter of this area,
while another quarter of the city area can be assigned to usage
categories agriculture and forest, respectively. The remaining
quarter is mainly divided between areas for transport,
recreation and water (City of Augsburg, 2017).

The number concentrations of particles in a size range of 7 nm
to 2 μm were measured with three mobile UFP measuring
instruments, which also record meteorological parameters, at
six selected locations in Augsburg. Based on the categorization
of the measurement sites in the 39th Ordinance on the
Implementation of the Federal Immission Control Act (39.
BImSchV) the indicative measurements took place at the
following location categories:

• Suburban Background
• Urban Background
• Close to the road (traffic-related, high/low load)
• Residential area (high proportion of solid fuel combustion)
• Industrial/Commercial Area

For the indicative measurements, the minimum measurement
period of 8 weeks (evenly spread over the year) together with a
minimum data collection of 90% according to Appendix 1 of the
39. BImSchV is met. Between the measurement phases, regular
checks of the mobile measuring equipment were carried out at the
Augsburg aerosol measurement station (Pitz et al., 2008), which is
operated jointly by the Environmental Science Center of the
University of Augsburg and the Helmholtz ZentrumMünchen, in
order to ensure the quality and resilience of the UFP data with
regard to long-term stability and traceability to a uniform
standard.

Measurement Sites
The UFP measurements with the mobile measurement
equipment took place at the following six sites within the city
area of Augsburg:

• Bavarian Environment Agency (Landesamt für Umwelt,
LfU): suburban background

• Bourges-Platz: urban background
• Karlstraße: traffic-related, high load
• Königsplatz: traffic-related, low load
• Kriegshaber: residential area with a high proportion of solid

fuel combustion (Bavarian Environment Agency, 2009)
• Environment Institute bifa: industrial/commercial area with

waste incineration plant including the typical heavy-duty
traffic

At four of these sites (LfU, Bourges-Platz, Karlstraße and
Königsplatz), measurement stations of the Bavarian Air-Hygienic
Surveillance System (Lufthygienisches Landesüberwachungssystem
Bayern, LÜB) are operated, at which fine particles (PM2.5, PM10) and
gaseous air pollutants are measured. This enables the exploration of
the correlation between UFP and already regulated air pollutants.

Details of the LÜB measurement stations can be found at the
following link: https://www.bestellen.bayern.de/shoplink/lfu_luft_
00207.htm.

In the context of quality assurance, regular comparative
measurements were carried out at the aerosol measurement
station on the campus of the Augsburg University of Applied
Sciences, which is operated since 2004 by the Environmental
Science Center of the University of Augsburg and the Helmholtz
Zentrum München. The measurements run here show a
decreasing trend of (ultrafine) particle number concentrations
since 2006 due to reduced sulphur content in diesel and petrol
together with the continued improvement from Euro 5 passenger
cars uptake (de Jesus et al., 2020). The aerosol measurement
station serves as a reference for the temporal adjustment of the
mobile measurements and at the same time acts as the seventh
measurement site. For more information including pictures and
maps about all seven sites of the measurement campaign see
Giemsa et al., 2020 (in German). All locations of the
measurement campaign are shown on the map in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 | Overview map of the locations in the city area of Augsburg,
where UFP measurements were carried out during the measurement
campaign 2017.
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Table 1 shows which key parameters were measured at the
respective measuring sites in 2017.

Measurement Techniques
Mobile Measurement Equipment
Three mobile measuring systems of type Environmental Dust
Monitor (EDM) 465 based on the Ultrafine Particle Counter
(UFPC) product line from Grimm are used at the measurement
sites. The EDM 465 UFPC has been developed for the continuous
measurement of the total particle load of the outdoor air up to the
nanometer range and records these in the measuring range from
7 nm (50% detection efficiency) to 2,000 nm (2 μm). It meets the
recommendations of the standard working group CEN/TC 264/
WG 32 for an environmental condensation particle counter with
regard to counting efficiency, drying properties and particle losses
in the supply line. The measuring principle is based on the so-
called heterogeneous condensation of supersaturated butanol
vapour on the surface of the particles. The particles serve as
condensation nuclei and grow due to the supersaturation with
butanol vapour to size ranges, which can be counted by optical
detection. In addition, the EDM 465 UFPC is equipped with
sensors for the detection of the meteorological parameters
temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, air pressure,
wind direction and wind speed (Grimm Aerosol Technik
GmbH & Co. KG 2014).

Stationary Measuring Instruments
To check the quality and resilience of the UFP data from the field
measurement phase with regard to long-term stability and
traceability to a uniform standard as well as to supplement it
with additional measurement variables, the data from the
stationary measuring instruments of the Augsburg aerosol
measurement station are used. An overview of the measuring
instruments and parameters used is given in Table 2. The
measuring instruments listed there provide a wide range of air
quality parameters, which are continuously recorded, aggregated,
processed and quality tested (for detailed explanations of the
individual procedures see Pitz et al., 2008; Pitz 2010; Gu et al.,
2011). In addition to the mobile UFP measurements, the data
from the Augsburg aerosol measurement station thus provide a
profound data basis for quality assurance in the course of the
comparison measurements.

Measurement Periods
Evenly distributed over the calendar year 2017, a total of eight
field measurement phases each over a period of four weeks were
carried out with the EDM 465 UFPC mobile measuring
instruments at the above mentioned sites. Since only three
EDMs were available, they had to switch their operation site
after two weeks during each field measurement phase. For quality
control, comparative measurements were made with the mobile
UFPCs at the Augsburg aerosol measurement station. These
began before the first field measurement phase and were then
repeated regularly after each field measurement phase. The aim
was to evaluate the data of the mobile measuring instruments
among themselves and against the standard of the Aerosol
measurement station. This process of the measurement
campaign ensures that the criteria of indicative measurements
according to Appendix one of the 39th BImSchV were met
(measurements are evenly distributed over the year with a
minimum measurement duration of 8 weeks and a minimum
data collection of 90%).

All in all, over 2,600 hourly mean values were available for
each site over all eight field measurement phases, so that UFP
concentrations for each of the seven sites cover over 30% of the
calendar year 2017. This comprehensive data base enables
meaningful analyses of the spatial and temporal distributions
of ultrafine particles at urban locations in the catchment area of
typical urban sources.

Quality Assurance
Several days of parallel measurements of the three mobile UFPCs
were used for quality control. Themeasurements began before the
first field measurement phase and were repeated regularly after
each field measurement phase at the Augsburg aerosol
measurement station. After each of these altogether nine

TABLE 1 | Recorded air quality parameters at the measurement sites in 2017.

Parameter LfU AeM BoP KrH bifa KaS KöP

Particle number concentration X X X X X X X
Particle size distribution X
PM2,5 X X X
PM10 X X X X X
NO2 X X X X
CO X X X
SO2 X X
O3 X X
Benzol X X
Meteorology X X X X X X X

AeM, aerosol measurement station; BoP, Bourges-Platz; KrH, Kriegshaber; bifa,
Environment Institute bifa; KaS, Karlstraße; KöP, Königsplatz.

TABLE 2 | Overview of the stationary measuring instruments of the Augsburg
aerosol measurement station.

Measuring instrument
identification

Parameter (range)

TSMPS (Twin scanning mobility particle
sizer) from the Leibniz institute for
tropospheric research e.V. [TROPOS] with:
•UCPC (ultrafine condensation particle
counter) Modell 3776 [TSI Inc.]
•CPC (condensation particle counter)
Modell 3772 [TSI Inc.]
•APS (Aerodynamic particle sizer) Modell
3321 [TSI Inc.]

particle size distribution
(3 nm–20 µm)

(2.5 nm–3 µm)

(10 nm–3 µm)

(500 nm–20 µm)

SMPS (scanning mobility particle sizer)
Modell 5.420 [Grimm aerosol]

particle size distribution (10 nm
- 1 µm)

CPC (condensation particle counter) Modell
3025A [TSI Inc.]

particle number concentration (3 nm
- 3 µm)

Combination of TEOM (Tapered Element
Oscillating Microbalance) Modell 1400AB
and FDMS (Filter dynamics measurement
system) Modell 8500B [both Thermo
Electron Corporation]

particle mass, volatil and non-volatil
(PM2,5 & PM10, separate)

EDM (environmental Dust Monitor) Modell
180 [Grimm aerosol]

particle mass (PM2,5 & PM10)
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comparative measurements, the data of the parallel operation of
the three EDMs as well as the stationary measurement instruments
of the aerosol measurement station were immediately evaluated
and summarized in status reports in order to be able to assess the
functionality and usability of the mobile UFPCs for the next
measurement campaign in a timely manner. These status
reports mainly contain information on the measurement phase
as well as preliminary statistical analyses like the calculation of time
series and correlations. If these preliminary evaluations would have
revealed evidence of deviations from the normal operation of the
mobile measuring instruments, additional maintenance or repairs
would have been initiated.

In addition to the routine status reports, which were regularly
produced during the ongoing measurement campaign in 2017, a
detailed evaluation of the measurement data from the parallel
operation of the mobile measuring instruments at the Augsburg
aerosol measurement station took place after the completion of
the entire measurement campaign. The data of the nine parallel
measurement periods are checked for their homogeneity and
continuity by means of descriptive statistical methods and
measures. Individual correction factors for each measuring
instrument and each field measurement phase were finally
derived from the comparison measurements. This ensures the
comparability of the measurement results from the field
measurement phases as well as traceability to a standard.

The hourly averages of the standard of the aerosol
measurement station, which are formed from the mean values
of the stationary particle size spectrometers (see Table 2), serve as
the basis for traceability to a standard and as an adequate
foundation for comparison. For the comparison
measurements, the particle number concentration for the
measuring range of the mobile EDMs (7 nm – 2 μm) is
calculated from the size distributions of the stationary
measuring instruments as sum parameters on an hourly basis.
The mean value from the stationary measured values of the
particle size spectrometers is assumed to be the standard.

In total, the comparative measurements comprise 1,155 hourly
mean values, for which all three mobile EDM 465 UFPCs as well
as the stationary instruments of the Augsburg aerosol
measurement station recorded data in parallel. These
comprehensive parallel measurements are spread over the
entire calendar year 2017 and therefore form a meaningful
database for the analysis and evaluation of long-term stability,
quality and resilience of the mobile UFP measurements.

Detailed statistical studies were carried out for the evaluation
of the comparative measurements, which can be summarised as
follows:

• The mobile measuring instruments among each other show
high Spearman correlation coefficients of r > 0.99 on an
hourly basis over all comparative periods. Compared to the
standard of the aerosol measurement station, the mobile
instruments achieve Spearman correlation coefficients of
r > 0.98. This proves that the temporal variations in the
number of particles for both small (<1,000 particles/cm3) as
well as high (>35,000 particles/cm3) concentrations are very
well mapped by the mobile measuring instruments.

• Comparisons of the hourly mean values of mobile
instruments show average deviations of 3–8% over all
reference periods and an average of 3–12% to the
standard of the aerosol measurement station.

• The consistently positive results of the statistical analysis of
the comparative measurement data confirm great
comparability of the mobile measuring instruments
during the field measurement phases. They also enable
the calculation of measuring instrument specific
correction factors, which further increase the
comparability of the mobile measuring instruments.

• The calculated correction factors differ only marginally for the
eight field measurement campaigns. Depending on the field
measurement period, they amount from about +3 to +11% for
the mobile measuring instrument no. 1, about −3 to −8% for
the mobile measuring instrument no. 2 and about +2 to +4%
for the mobile measuring instrument no. 3. By applying the
correction factors, it is ensured that differences during the field
measurement phases fully arise from the influence of weather
conditions or site-specific emitters and are not caused by the
individual mobile measuring instrument.

Spatial and Temporal Variations
Coefficient of Divergence
In order to determine the spatial heterogeneity or homogeneity of
two measurement sites, the coefficient of divergence (COD) is
calculated as follows (Wongphatarakul et al., 1998):

CODa,b �

��������������
1
n
∑n
i�1

(xia − xib
xia + xib

)2

√√
Here, xia and xib are two (simultaneous) measurements at the

two sites a and b to be compared with each other, while n is the
total number of these measurement value pairs. If the spatial
variations of the two sites coincide, then CODa,b � 0. If they are
completely different, then CODa,b � 1. A COD value of 0.2 is
considered to be the limit below which the measured UFP
concentrations of two locations are regarded to be similar or
to be influenced by similar source types of comparable intensity,
while COD values greater than 0.2 imply spatial heterogeneity
and thus the influence of different emitters at the two sites
(Krudysz et al., 2008). In this way, the divergence coefficient
gives information on the relative degree of uniformity or
difference of two measurement sites.

Spearman Correlation Coefficient
The Spearman rank correlation coefficient r is a classical
empirical measure to quantify the relationship between two
variables and indicates how much the temporal variations of
the UFP concentrations of two sites coincide. The advantages of
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient are its independence
from the normal distribution of the data as well as its robustness
against outliers. For two (simultaneous) measurements xia and xib
at the two comparative sites a and b, the Spearman rank
correlation coefficient is calculated via their rankings R(xia)
and R(xib) according to the following formula (Sharma 2005):
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r �
∑n

i�1(R(xia) − R(xa))(R(xib) − R(xb))�������������������∑n
i�1 (R(xia) − R(xa))2

√ �������������������∑n
i�1 (R(xib) − R(xb))2

√
If r � 1, the temporal variations of the UFP measurements at

the two locations are the same, while for r � 0 there is no
correspondence.

RESULTS

Site-specific Ultrafine Particles
Characteristics
The results of the eight field measurement phases of the UFP
measurement campaign 2017 are shown in Figure 2 as site-
specific time series. Significantly dissimilar concentration levels of
the different site categories according to the locally prevailing
sources can be seen. Nevertheless, a temporal correlation between

the UFP concentrations appears at all measurement sites, which is
not covered by the site-specific UFP emissions from local sources.
This becomes particularly clear when the results of the eight field
measurement phases are aggregated as UFP daily mean values
(see Figure 3). The representation of the daily UFP
concentrations differentiated according to the measurement
locations shows strong correlations in the temporal variations
of the number of particles per cm3, which indicate a supra-
regional influence by meteorology and/or long-distance
transport. These influences lead to the fact that different UFP
concentration levels are measured at the individual sites due to
varying local emitters, but these are overprinted by the same
meteorological influences at all locations in relative
synchronicity. This supra-regional influence of the UFP
measurements is most evident in the day-to-day variations,
which cause the concentration levels at all stations to vary to
the same extent.

In Table 3 the descriptive statistical parameters of the hourly
UFP concentrations obtained during the measurement campaign

FIGURE 2 | Time series of the hourly UFP number concentrations in particles/cm3 from the eight field measurement phases of the measurement campaign 2017.
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2017 are shown. Since the measurements couldn’t take place at
the seven sites simultaneously and not all year round, the
comparability of the measurement results was assessed
beforehand by a sensitivity study indicating that the
measurements could be interpreted as annual mean values. At

the traffic-influenced measurement sites as well as at the
industrial/commercial area, values of more than 10,000
ultrafine particles/cm3 are measured on average throughout
the entire measurement campaign. The concentration level
rarely falls below 3,000 particles/cm3 (5th percentile) and

FIGURE 3 | Time series of the daily UFP number concentrations in particles/cm3 from the eight field measurement phases of the measurement campaign 2017.

TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics of the UFP number concentrations in particles/cm3 (The comparability of the partial non-simultaneous measurement results was assessed
beforehand by a sensitivity study indicating that the measurements could be interpreted as annual mean values).

Statistical parameters Karl-
straße

Bifa environment institute LfU Kriegs-
haber

Bourges-
Platz

Königs-
platz

Aerosol measurement station

Mean 16.741 10.087 7.872 8.545 8.898 10.269 7.932
Median 15.440 8.551 6.544 7.523 7.479 9.132 6.575
Standard deviation 9.132 6.186 4.671 4.495 5.468 5.590 5.045
5th percentile 4.196 3.059 2.743 3.493 3.161 3.634 2.651
95th percentile 33.989 21.898 17.392 16.974 19.158 20.830 17.470

For the sake of transparency, measurement results derived during measuring campaigns A (23.1.–6.2.2017, 6.–20.3. 2017, 17.4.–2.5. 2017, 29.5.–12.6. 2017, 10.–24.7. 2017,
21.8.–4.9. 2017, 2.–16.10. 2017, 13.–27.11. 2017) are given in bold, whereas the statistical parameters obtained while measuring campaigns B (6.–20.2.2017, 20.3.–3.4.2017,
2.–16.5.2017, 12.–26.6.2017, 24.7.–7.8.2017, 4.–18.9.2017, 16.–30.10.2017, 27.11.–11.12.2017) are presented in italics.
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reaches maximum levels (95th percentile) of more than 20,000
particles/cm3. At the highly traffic-exposed Karlstraße even more
than 34,000 particles/cm3 are recorded. At the other locations in
the (sub-)urban background, lower UFP concentrations occur,
ranging on average between nearly 8,000 and nearly 9,000
particles/cm3. The spread of variation between the 5th and
95th percentile ranges from 2,600 to over 19,000 particles/cm3.
Depending on the locally prevailing sources and the
correspondingly different concentration levels at the individual
sites, the standard deviation as a measure of the spread of the
measured UFP concentrations amounts to values between 4,500
and over 9,000 particles/cm3.

The graphical representation of further statistical distribution
parameters is shown in Figure 4. The box-whisker plots of the
particle number concentrations of the measurements at the
locations clearly show the differential measurement results of
the individual sites in terms of location measures (median and
quartile values) and dispersion measures (range and interquartile
distance). The lowest concentration levels of UFP exposure are
observed at the (sub-)urban background sites, with the lowest
mean concentrations measured at the LfU and the aerosol
measurement station. Here, the measured UFP concentrations
usually remain below 10,000 particles/cm3 (75% quartile) and
rarely exceed the 20,000 particle/cm3 mark. On the other hand,
the traffic-influenced sites (Karlstraße and Königsplatz) as well as
the commercial/industrial site Bifa-Umweltinstitut clearly show
the concentration-increasing effect of the predominant emitters
there. At these three sites, an hourly average of more than 10,000 or
16,700 (Karlstraße) particles/cm3 are measured, respectively. It is
not uncommon that the measurements lay above 20,000 particles/

cm3 there. At the particularly traffic-exposed site Karlstraße,
maximum values of over 50,000 particles/cm3 are measured
during the measurement campaign, whereas the maximum at
the suburban background site is 30,000 particles/cm3.

In addition to the box-whisker plots, the probability density
functions shown in Figure 5 convey a visual impression of the
distribution of the hourly averaged UFP measurements at each
site. It can be clearly seen that at the (sub-)urban background sites
at LfU and the aerosol measurement station, the measured
concentrations are most densely concentrated in the region of
around 5,000 particles/cm3. This peak has shifted further to
higher UFP concentrations at the urban background sites of
Kriegshaber and Bourges-Platz, which are more influenced by
sources such as traffic and house fire. According to the increasing
influence of sources at the traffic-related sites and the
commercial/industrial area at the measurement stations
Königsplatz, Karlstraße and Bifa-Umweltinstitut an even
stronger shift in the peak of the most frequently measured
values to higher UFP concentrations appears. At the strongly
traffic-influenced measurement station Karlstraße, this peak is
already beyond the 10,000 particle/cm3 mark. In addition, the
probability density function of the measured concentrations there
is significantly flattened to the right - in contrast to the other
locations - as higher UFP concentrations occur more frequently.
This means that the distribution of the UFP number
concentrations in Karlstraße differs significantly from that of
the other sites, which is due to the influence of emissions from the
high load of traffic in combination with unfavourable dispersion
conditions (street canyon). Overall, all sites have individual
distributions of their measured concentrations according to

FIGURE 4 | Box-whisker plots of the UFP number concentrations differentiated according to the measurement sites.
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the different influences of local sources. The only exceptions to
this are the (sub-)urban background sites at LfU and the aerosol
measurement station, where very similar UFP concentrations are
detected during the measurement campaign, which show up in
approximately congruent distribution functions.

Spatial Heterogeneity
The coefficients of divergence (COD) between the hourly
averaged UFP measurements of all sites are shown in Figure 6
and provide information about the spatial heterogeneity or
homogeneity, respectively of the measuring locations (see
chapter Coefficient of Divergence). As an aid to interpretation,
the COD values are coloured according to the 0.2 limit mark, so
that a high homogeneity value between the UFP concentrations of
two sites is recognizable in a red coloured field, while a blue field
symbolizes heterogeneous UFP concentrations of two sites. Based
on this colour scheme, it is easy to see that the UFP
concentrations of measuring stations of the same site categorie
exhibit low COD values and thus low spatial differences. For
example, the measurement sites Kriegshaber and Bourges-Platz
(COD � 0.14) as well as the background locations LfU and the
aerosol measurement station (COD � 0.15) are particularly
similar. The latter high correlation between the two (sub-)
urban background sites is in very good agreement with a
former study carried out fifteen years before in Augsburg
(Cyrys et al., 2008). In contrast, the measurement sites in
Karlstraße and at the Bifa-Umweltinstitut occupy a special
position, as high COD values (Bifa: COD � 0.2–0.32,
Karlstraße: COD � 0.32–0.41) result here for all other
simultaneous measurements. This means that the
measurement sites in Karlstraße and Bifa-Umweltinstitut are
so strongly influenced by local emitters (transport or industry)
that they are not comparable with any of the other sites. With a
COD value of 0.22, the UFP measurements at Königsplatz, which

is also categorized as traffic-related, clearly differ from the aerosol
measurement station in the suburban background, but have
relatively high homogeneity values compared with the
measurements at Kriegshaber and Bourges-Platz. These results
are due to the conversion of Königsplatz, in the course of which
private transport was partially relocated there, and reflect the
correspondingly lower emissions due to the reduced traffic load.

FIGURE 5 | Probability density functions of the UFP number concentrations differentiated according to measurement sites.

FIGURE 6 | Coefficients of divergence between the hourly UFP number
concentrations of all measurement sites.
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Overall, all coefficients of divergence recapitulate the image of
the site-specific UFP parameters outlined in the previous chapter
by summarising the similarity or difference between the
distributions of the measurement data at the individual sites
due to the locally prevailing source types and intensities in a single
value. All COD values are therefore in accordance with the
previous results and reflect the heterogeneities or
homogeneities of the measuring sites, which have already
become apparent in Site-Specific Ultrafine Particles
Characteristics, according to the influence of the specific
emitters on site.

In addition to the COD values in Figure 6, which are based on
the entire data of the UFP measurement campaign, the COD
values between the UFP concentrations at the measurement sites
have been calculated in a differentiated manner according to
working days vs. weekend days and seasons. It turns out that the
basic picture of homogeneous and heterogeneous sites continues
to exist in these distributions of UFP measured values.

On weekends, however, the similarities between the
measurement sites are even more pronounced than on
weekdays, which is reflected in the even lower values of the
COD on Saturdays and Sundays. This result can be explained by
the reduced emissions of local sources such as traffic at the
weekend. On working days, these emitters ensure that the
characteristic emission load at the individual locations appears,
whichmeans that the site-specific UFPmeasurements differ more
from one another from Monday to Friday than on weekends,
when the local influence from the various sources is less
pronounced. This leads to the fact that the UFP
concentrations at Bifa-Umweltinstitut and at the aerosol
measurement station have a COD value below the 0.2 mark at
the weekend and can therefore be regarded as measurements of
relatively homogeneous sites. This similarity between two
differently categorized locations is due to the pausing of
industry and commerce on weekend days (especially on
Sunday) at the Bifa-Umweltinstitut, which gives a relatively
comparable picture of UFP immissions at both sites on these
days. The opposite is true at Karlstraße, where the UFP
measurements are still so strongly influenced by traffic
emissions even at the weekend that they differ significantly
from the UFP concentrations of all other locations in the
measurement campaign.

The seasonal differentiated calculation of the COD indices
between the UFP measurements of the sites shows an analogous
picture of the previously identified spatial heterogeneity and
homogeneity. In addition, the seasonal COD values enable
supplementary conclusions about the influence of local sources
on the measurements of ultrafine particles at the measurement
stations in Augsburg’s urban area. For example, the UFP
concentrations at Kriegshaber, which is known for its high
amount of solid fuel combustion in private households
(Bavarian Environment Agency, 2009), show the highest
homogeneity values compared to the simultaneous
measurements at the other sites in summer when heating is
not necessary. At the Bifa-Umweltinstitut, measurements
during winter also differ most from UFP concentrations
elsewhere. At Karlstraße, on the other hand, the lowest (albeit

still high) values of the COD between the UFP measurements
there and those at the other sites are found in winter.

Overall, these seasonal differentiations as well as the separate
calculation of the COD indices by working days and weekend
days provide more detailed insights into the site-specific emission
factors and help to better understand the seasonal and weekday
varying influence of local sources. Despite the differences
outlined in these breakdowns by seasons and weekdays in
connection with their causes, the general division into spatially
heterogeneous and homogeneous sites are the same for all
calculation modes of the COD.

Temporal Variations
The Spearman rank correlation coefficients, calculated for the
hourly averaged UFP measurements between all sites (where
simultaneous measurements took place during the
measurement campaign 2017), are visualized in Figure 7 and
show how much the temporal variations of the UFP number
concentrations of the different locations coincide or differ. As an
aid to interpretation, the correlation values are coloured and
symbolically accentuated according to their degree of conformity.
High correspondence between the UFP concentrations of two
sites can be seen in a darker red tone and a narrower ellipse, while
a lighter orange in combination with an (almost) circular field
symbolises weakly correlated UFP concentrations of two sites.

Based on this colour and symbol scheme, it is easy to see that
the UFP concentrations at Karlstraße and Bifa Umweltinstitut
show the lowest correlations to the (simultaneous) measurements
at the other sites and therefore match in their temporal variation
correspondingly weaker to the values measured in parallel
elsewhere. In contrast, the UFP concentrations at the (sub-)

FIGURE 7 | Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the hourly
UFP number concentrations of all measurement sites [for a better overview
only the decimal values after 0. are shown].
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urban background sites LfU and aerosol measurement station in
particular have a high Spearman correlation coefficient of r �
0.83, which indicates very consistent temporal variations at these
two sites. With values between 0.76 and 0.8, the temporal
variations of the UFP concentrations at the measurement
stations Königsplatz, Kriegshaber and Bourges-Platz correlate
almost as strongly with each other. This shows the highest/
lowest coincidences between the temporal variations of the
UFP measurements at the same sites that were already stuck
out in the previous chapter by the strongest/weakest spatial
homogeneities of the UFP concentrations via small/large
coefficients of divergence.

A comparable result of both coefficients can also be seen in
their separate calculation for weekend days and working days (no
figures provided). Here - as with the COD values before - the basic
picture of strongly/weakly correlating sites according to Figure 7
remains unchanged. At the weekend, higher values of Spearman
rank correlations compared to the working days can be observed.
This result can be explained by the reduced emissions of local
sources, such as traffic at the weekend. On working days, these
emitters ensure that the immission levels at the individual sites
differ more strongly than at weekends. If the local emission
factors come to a standstill at the weekend (as much as
possible), the correlation coefficients rise to 0.91 (between LfU
and aerosol measurement station). The strongest differences in
correlation coefficients for working days vs. weekend days can be
observed at Karlstraße compared to the (sub-)urban background
measurement stations. During weekdays the correlation
coefficients between these totally different site categories
amount to 0.41 (LfU) and 0.51 (aerosol measurement station),
while r reaches 0.59 (LfU) and 0.69 (aerosol measurement
station) on Saturdays and Sundays.

In the seasonally differentiated calculation of the Spearman
rank correlation coefficients, a conform picture with the already
presented analysis appears. The previous correspondence with
the results of the COD indices also continues with the seasonally
differentiated investigation of temporal similarities of the UFP
measurements at the seven sites. For example, the highest
correlation coefficients between the UFP concentrations are
found in winter, when supra-regional meteorological
influences such as inversion weather conditions often occur
and lead to strongly correlated temporal variations of the UFP
concentrations at all sites. The only exception are the UFP
measurements at Bifa-Umweltinstitut, where during winterly
months the greatest differences in temporal variations from
UFP concentrations elsewhere occur. This special position of
the UFP measurements at Bifa-Umweltinstitut in winter was
already present in the seasonally differentiated COD indices of
the previous chapter.

Daily, Weekly and Annual Cycles
Figure 8 shows the daily, weekly and annual cycles of the hourly
UFP concentrations during the measurement campaign 2017.
The highest UFP concentrations can be observed at Karlstraße.
During the course of the day, about 10,000–15,000 particles/cm3

more are measured in Karlstraße compared to the other locations.
At night (especially between zero and four o’clock) the differences

decrease to minimum values. The weekly cycle visualizes that this
strongly increased UFP concentration level on Karlstraße
compared to measurements elsewhere is mainly observed on
working days and only to a much lesser extent at weekends.
These observations are due to traffic-related UFP emissions. UFP
peaks appear at all sites during morning and evening rush hours.
This pattern corresponds to the characteristic course of the traffic
load. On Karlstraße, where traffic is particularly intensiv, there is
a constant high level of UFP air pollution between these two
peaks, as traffic on this west-east connecting road is also high
outside the rush hour and there is an accumulation of air
pollutants in the local road canyon too.

The daily cycles of the UFP measurements at the other
locations correspond in their typical course with two maxima
- between 6 a. m. and 7 a. m. and between 7 p. m. and 8 p. m.
respectively. However, they differ in their concentration levels,
with the (sub-)urban background measurement stations at LfU
and at the aerosol measurement station having the lowest UFP
concentrations. The traffic-related station at Königsplatz and the
industrial/commercial site at Bifa-Umweltinstitut show, apart
from Karlstraße, the highest UFP number concentrations of all
sites. In between, the measurements in the residential area in
Kriegshaber and at Bourges-Platz rank with a similarly consistent
UFP concentration level.

These typical concentration levels of the UFP measurements
in the daily cycles are consistently continued in the weekly cycles
and over the course of the year. Especially the illustration of the
weekly cycle of the UFP daily mean values (graphic at the bottom
right in Figure 8) shows the differential UFP concentration levels
of the individual sites. In the same graph, the lowering of the
measured UFP level at the weekend across all sites compared to
the correspondingly higher measured UFP concentration levels
during the working days is also very clearly visible. In the course
of the year (graphic in the middle below in Figure 8) the monthly
averaged measurement results of the seven sites show an almost
parallel course, which reflects the seasonal influences on the UFP
concentrations. Particularly striking here is the high
concentration level of the UFP measurements in January, the
causes of which are examined in more detail in Meteorological
Influences on Ultrafine Particles.

Contribution of Local Sources
Typically, the immission load measured at a station is composed
of the following parameters (Lenschow et al., 2001):

• a regional background contamination, which is mainly
formed by air pollutants transported over long distances

• an additional load from urban sources (urban background)
• a local load (so-called hotspots) such as close to busy roads

or downwind of industrial plants

Transferred to the locations of the project, the measurements
at the aerosol measurement station are considered to be
representative of the UFP exposure situation of the urban
background. So, the UFP concentrations recorded at the
aerosol measurement station are subtracted from the
simultaneous measurement results of the urban sites in order
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to explicitly consider the additional local load according to the
contribution of the sources dominating at the other sites. This
approach to determine the additive immission loads in
dependence on local sources compared to the urban
background load is based on Lenschow et al. (2001). The
results of the Lenschow approach are shown in Figure 9 in
the form of the site-specific UFP daily cycles of the additional
local loads compared to the immission situation in the urban
background (represented by the UFP concentrations at the
aerosol measurement station). It becomes clear that at all sites
- with the exception of the measurement station at the LfU, which
is located in the suburban background and therefore does not find
its way into the present investigation of the influence of local
emission factors - there is an additive pollutant load due to the
contribution of locally prevailing sources.

However, the extent to which UFP emissions from locally
prevailing sources increase the immission situation varies
considerably between the sites. For example, the measurements
in Kriegshaber show only a small increase in the additional UFP
impact by local emitters compared to the urban background
concentration, which reaches its maximum especially in the
evening hours (approximately around 6 p. m.). The situation
is similar at Bourges-Platz, where in addition a peak of the
additive UFP load occurs in the morning hours, so that the
characteristic course of traffic-influenced measurements with two
maxima during rush hours becomes visible again and a

corresponding influence can be inferred. The same applies, to
an even greater extent, to the additive UFP load at Königsplatz,
where traffic-related emissions increase the measured
concentrations during the evening rush hour by an average of
5,000 particles/cm3 per hour. At the highly traffic-influenced

FIGURE 8 | Daily (bottom left), weekly (top: hourly averages, bottom right: daily averages) and annual cycles (bottom center) of the hourly UFP number
concentrations from the measurement campaign 2017 [lines: mean values; shaded areas: fluctuation range between 5th and 95th percentile].

FIGURE 9 | Daily cycles of the additional local loads of the UFP number
concentrations normalized to the urban background load [lines: mean values;
shaded areas: fluctuation range between 5th and 95th percentile].
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Karlstraße, this additional load due to the intensive traffic during
the rush hour in the evening in connection with the unfavourable
exchange processes in the road canyon achieves values of an
average of 14,000 particles/cm3.

The analogue calculations for the measurements in Karlstraße,
differentiated according to winter and summer half-year, show
that the contribution of traffic to the immission situation there is
even higher in the winter months than during summer. This is
due to the increased emissions themselves (higher use of building
heating systems and less favourable emission behaviour in motor
vehicles) as well as to the more frequent adverse weather
conditions in winter, which make it difficult to remove
emissions (see chapter Meteorological Influences on Ultrafine
Particles) and can be estimated at an average of up to 3,000
particles/cm3. The additive load with ultrafine particles at the
measurement site in Kriegshaber is increased by about the same
average amount from October to March compared to the rest of
the year in the evening. As a result, the local UFP additional load
during the evening hours in this residential area is limited
exclusively to the time of the winterly heating period and
reflects the strengthening of the UFP emission situation by the
private solid fuel firing during the evenings.

Correlations of Ultrafine Particles and
Relevant Air Pollutants
Figure 10 shows the Spearman rank correlation coefficients of the
legally regulated air pollutants measured at LfU as well as the
ultra-fine particles among each other. The LfU site was selected

because most air pollutants are detected there. The highest
correlation coefficients are observed for UFP and the air
pollutants emitted by transport NO2 and CO, without
reaching the highly correlated levels between CO and NO2.
There is only a weak correlation between UFP and particulate
matter (PM2.5 and PM10) (Kwasny et al., 2010). The reasons for
this are the different sources: While UFP are mainly formed in
local combustion processes either as a direct emission product or
secondary from the gaseous precursor substances of these
sources, particulate matter is mainly produced by mechanical
processes or as secondary aerosols (Morawska et al., 2019). In
addition, UFP shows a (mostly exponential) decrease in its
concentration with increasing distance from the source,
whereas the particle mass decreases significantly less with the
same distance to the emitter (Morawska et al., 2019).

In Figure 11 the parallelism between the monthly averaged
UFP concentrations and the monthly mean NO2 and CO values
for the measurements at Karlstraße is particularly clear. This
synchronicity can also be found in the daily (graphic at the
bottom left in Figure 11) and weekly cycles (top graph in
Figure 11 in hourly averages and graph on the bottom left in
Figure 11 in daily mean values) and differs significantly from the
corresponding graphs of the PM10 concentrations. Thus, on the
one hand, the high correlation between UFP and transport-
related gaseous air pollutants and on the other hand, the
significantly lower correlation between particle mass (PM10)
and UFP number concentration is illustrated very clearly.
These connections can be found both at the traffic-exposed
street canyon of Karlstraße and at the LfU measurement
station, which is representative of the suburban background,
as well as at the two other LÜB stations at Bourges-Platz and
Königsplatz. These findings are in good agreement to the study of
Wolf et al. (2017), who reported that the particle number
concentration in Augsburg was moderately correlated with
PM2.5, but highly correlated with NOx indicating common
sources, such as traffic and industry emissions (de Jesus et al.,
2019). Furthermore, UFP measurements in other cities in Europe
and around the world yielded the same result when compared to
gaseous as well as to particulate air pollutants (de Jesus et al.,
2019; Morawska et al., 2019).

Meteorological Influences on Ultrafine
Particles
We analysed the correlation coefficients between the UFP
measurements and the meteorological parameters
precipitation, humidity, wind speed, air pressure, temperature
and mixing layer height. The latter is determined at the aerosol
measurement station by means of ceilometer measurements by
the company Vaisala GmbH. The negative Spearman rank
correlation coefficient between the mixing layer height
extracted from the ceilometer data and the UFP
concentrations symbolizes the exacerbating effect that a low
level of the tropospheric mixing layer has on the immission
situation over Augsburg. If a low mixing layer height of a few
100 m above Augsburg is formed, air pollutants can accumulate
due to the lack of vertical removal. Particularly at mixing layer

FIGURE 10 | Spearman rank correlation coefficients of the hourly UFP
number concentrations as well as the legally regulated air pollutants at the LfU
measurement site [for a better overview only the decimal values after 0. are
shown].
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heights below 400 m, significantly higher UFP concentrations are
recorded especially in the winter half-year. At the same time, a
low mixing layer height does not necessarily lead to high UFP
concentrations, since even on a large number of days with low
mixing layer heights, low particle number concentrations have
been measured. On such days, for example, precipitation, high
wind speeds or different areas of origin of the air masses can be
responsible for a reduction of the UFP concentration level.
Conversely, it can be seen that on days with a high mixing
layer height due to the greater dilution effect, a lower UFP
concentration can be expected.

Similarly, low wind speeds lead to an exacerbation of the air
pollution situation, since air mass exchange processes responsible
for the dilution of the particles and gases are reduced. Apart from
these significant (negative) correlations between wind speed and
mixing layer height on the one hand and UFP on the other, the
further meteorological parameters do not have a strong influence
on the UFP concentration over the entire measurement campaign
in 2017.

The results of the year-round correlation analysis retain their
basic validity also in the seasonal differentiated calculation of
the correlation coefficients, according to which a pronounced
influence on the UFP concentrations during all seasons is only
shown by the meteorological parameters wind speed and mixing

layer height. In addition, a negative correlation between air
temperature and UFP is established during the winter months,
so that the lower the temperatures, the higher the UFP
emissions.

All of these correlations, as exemplified for the measurements
at the aerosol measurement station, can also be found in
comparable intensity at the other sites of the measurement
campaign 2017. Only the humidity often shows a more
negative correlation coefficient at the other stations - especially
in summer, when a high humidity value usually occurs during
rain - which reflects the concentration-reducing effect of
precipitation on air pollution. This leaching effect is
particularly pronounced at the measurement station in
Karlstraße and makes up even the strongest meteorological
influence on the UFP concentration there in the summer
months of June to August.

The interaction of the individual meteorological parameters is
demonstrated impressively during the first week of the
measurement campaign, when an episode of high immission
values occurred in Augsburg. From the 23rd to the 29th of January
2017, relatively weak easterly winds with very low mixing layer
heights (especially in the second half of the week: <300 m)
dominated the weather conditions over Augsburg. This
situation of strongly inhibited exchange processes of air

FIGURE 11 | Daily (bottom left), weekly (top: hourly averages, bottom right: daily averages) and annual cycles (bottom center) of the concentrations of PM10, NO2,
CO and UFP at the measurement station in Karlstraße during the measurement campaign 2017 [lines: mean values; shaded areas: fluctuation range between 5th and
95th percentile].
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masses was accompanied by low temperatures (mostly below
freezing point), comparatively low air humidity (especially during
the day), very low air pressure and no precipitation which could

have caused a leaching of air pollutants. In their entirety, these
meteorological conditions facilitate the enrichment of ultrafine
particles, so that, daily maxima of the hourly mean

FIGURE 12 | Hourly 7-day backward trajectories over Augsburg using the trajectory model FLEXTRA based on the ECMWF reanalysis fields [The colours of the
individual trajectories correspond to the UFP number concentrations (in particles/cm3) that prevailed when the air masses arrived in Augsburg].
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concentrations reached between 38,000 and 50,000 particles/cm3

at the site in Karlstraße, for example.
In order to investigate the influence of air mass origin for this

period at the end of January, backward trajectories outlining the
path taken by the air pollutants recorded in Augsburg were
calculated with the FLEXTRA model (Stohl et al., 1995; Stohl &
Seibert 1998). The backward trajectories show that during this week
of increased immission values, the air masses frequently traversed
Eastern European regions before their recording in Augsburg (see
Figure 12). This effect of long-distance transport is particularly
evident in connection with low wind speeds and humidity values. If
the air humidity and the wind speed increase (e.g. 24th–26th January
2017), potentially long-distance transported ultrafine particles from
Eastern European countries are diluted in such a way that they can
no longer be measured in Augsburg.

From another study we already know that a distinct
connection between local particulate matter concentrations in
Bavarian cities and atmospheric circulation types exists and is
most pronounced during the winter months December, January
and February (Beck et al., 2014). A look at the results of an
automated weather type classification (Beck 2000; Beck et al.,
2007), which assigned a large scale circulation type to every day of
the measurement campaign, shows that Augsburg was under
constant high pressure influence during this episode of high UFP
concentrations at the end of January 2017. In the cold season,
these high-pressure weather conditions encourage the
development of an inversion. An inversion weather situation
occurs when the normally prevailing decrease in temperature
with altitude is reversed. This prevents mixing with the upper
atmosphere and pollutants accumulate below the inversion layer.
If such an inversion situation occurs in connection with air-
loaded easterly winds, low wind speeds, lack of precipitation and
very low mixing layer height as at the end of January 2017 over
Augsburg, its effect intensifies and peak values of the UFP
concentrations are measured.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The analysis results show that the number concentration of
ultrafine particles in an urban environment is strongly
dominated by the locally prevailing sources, but also
significantly influenced by meteorological conditions. At the
same time, UFP concentrations vary significantly depending
on the season and, in particular, the time of day, according to
the behaviours of the site-specific urban emission factors. As a
result, urban UFP concentrations in particular exhibit
pronounced temporal and small-scale variability, so that UFP
measurements with high technical quality standards together
with a broad scientific analysis of comprehensive influencing
factors are fundamental for reliable statements on the local
immission situation in the city.

By applying these high standards to the measurement
campaign 2017, we obtain site-specific UFP characteristics for
typical urban locations, such as on strongly traffic exposed inner-
city streets with “ravine-like” roadside structures, in industrial or
commercial areas, in residential areas with an increased

proportion of solid fuel combustion for heating purposes
(fireplaces) or in areas without dominant sources. Due to the
collection and evaluation of UFP parameters in the (sub-)urban
background as well as in the catchment areas of these various
anthropogenic local sources in the city of Augsburg over the
calendar year 2017, it is now possible to make statements about
the UFP exposure situation to which the population there is
exposed for at least a certain period of time. Thereby, the studies
on the immission situations on site carried out here may help to
obtain more data for the health assessment of UFP in the
ambient air.

The data collected and analysed within our study provide
for the first time UFP characteristics in the (sub-)urban
background as well as in the catchment areas of various
anthropogenic local sources in a Bavarian city over 1 year
with indicative measurements. In other German states as well
as in international surveys some similar UFP measurements
are carried out that comprise comparative data. These
comparisons show for example that the Augsburg
measurement results at Königsplatz are similar in terms of
their statistical distribution parameters to the particle
number concentrations of the three traffic-related GUAN
measurement stations in Leipzig and Dresden (Birmili et al.,
2015; Birmili et al., 2016; Birmili et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019;
Birmili et al., 2020). A measurement site comparable to our
measurement location at Karlstraße where similar UFP
concentration levels as well as the typical temporal
variations with a remarkable rush hour effect occur can be
found for example at Marylebone Road in London (Air
Quality Expert Group 2018). For all these comparisons,
however, it should be kept in mind that there are different
measurement periods as well as different particle size
intervals due to dissimilar instruments and technologies
used for the measurements, which is why they are
mentioned here exclusively at the end of this study for the
sake of completeness and in order to provide a rough
categorization of the measurement results in Augsburg
compared to UFP measurements elsewhere.
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